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The reverberation time~RT! is an important parameter for characterizing the quality of an auditory
space. Sounds in reverberant environments are subject to coloration. This affects speech
intelligibility and sound localization. Many state-of-the-art audio signal processing algorithms, for
example in hearing-aids and telephony, are expected to have the ability to characterize the listening
environment, and turn on an appropriate processing strategy accordingly. Thus, a method for
characterization of room RT based on passively received microphone signals represents an
important enabling technology. Current RT estimators, such as Schroeder’s method, depend on a
controlled sound source, and thus cannot produce an online, blind RT estimate. Here, a method for
estimating RT without prior knowledge of sound sources or room geometry is presented. The
diffusive tail of reverberation was modeled as an exponentially damped Gaussian white noise
process. The time-constant of the decay, which provided a measure of the RT, was estimated using
a maximum-likelihood procedure. The estimates were obtained continuously, and an order-statistics
filter was used to extract the most likely RT from the accumulated estimates. The procedure was
illustrated for connected speech. Results obtained for simulated and real room data are in good
agreement with the real RT values. ©2003 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The estimation of room reverberation time~RT! has
been of interest to engineers and acousticians for near
century ~Sabine, 1922; Kuttruff, 1991!. The RT of a room
specifies the duration for which a sound persists after it
been switched off. The persistence of sound is due to
multiple reflections of sound from the various surfac
within the room. Historically, the RT has been referred to
the T60 time, which is the time taken for the sound to dec
to 60 dB below its value at cessation.

Reverberation results in temporal and spectral smea
of the sound pattern, thus distorting both the envelope
fine structure of the received sound. Consequently, the R
a room provides a measure of the listening quality of
room. This is of particular importance in speech percept
where it has been noted that speech intelligibility reduces
the RT increases, due to masking within and across p
nemes~Knudsen, 1929; Bolt and MacDonald, 1949; Nabe
and Pickett, 1974; Nabelek and Robinson, 1982; Nabe
et al., 1989!. The effect of reverberation is most noticeab
when speech recorded by microphones is played back
headphones. Previously unnoticed distortions in the so
pattern are now clearly discerned even by normal listen
@see Hartmann~1997! for a discussion#, highlighting the re-
markable echo suppression and dereverberation capabi
of the normal auditory system when the ears receive sou
directly. For hearing-impaired listeners, the reception of
verberant signals via the microphone of a hearing aid ex
erbates the problem of listening in challenging environme

a!Electronic mail: ratnam@uiuc.edu
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While derverberation is an active area of investigation, sta
of-the-art hearing aids, or other audio processing ins
ments, implement signal processing strategies tailored
specific listening environments. These instruments are
pected to have the ability to evaluate the characteristics
the environment, and accordingly turn on the most appro
ate signal processing strategy. Thus, a method that can c
acterize the RT of a room from passively received mic
phone signals represents an important enabling technolo

In the early 20th century, Sabine~1922! provided an
empirical formula for the explicit determination of RT base
solely on the geometry of the environment~volume and sur-
face area! and the absorptive characteristics of its surfac
Since then, Sabine’s reverberation-time equation has b
extensively modified and its accuracy improved@see Kuttruff
~1991! for a historical review of the modifications#, so that,
today, it finds use in a number of commercial software pa
ages for the acoustic design of interiors. Formulas for cal
lation of RT are used in anechoic chamber measureme
design of concert halls, classrooms, and other acoustic sp
where the quality of the received sound is of greatest imp
tance, and the extent of reverberation must be control
However, to determine the RT of existing environments, b
the geometry and the absorptive characteristics have to
first determined. When these cannot be determined easi
is necessary to search for other methods, such as those b
purely on the controlled recordings of excitation sounds
diated into the test enclosure.

Methods that employ an excitation signal for measur
RT are based on sound decay curves. In the Interrup
Noise Method ~ISO 3382, 1997!, a burst of broad- or
2877877/16/$19.00 © 2003 Acoustical Society of America
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narrow-band noise is radiated into the test enclosure. W
the sound field attains steady state, the noise sourc
switched off and the decay curve is recorded. RT is estima
from the slope of the decay curve. However, because of fl
tuations in the excitation noise signal, the decay curve w
differ from trial to trial, and so RTs from a large number
decay curves must be averaged to obtain a reliable estim
To overcome this drawback Schroeder~1965a, 1966! devel-
oped the Integrated Impulse Response Method where the
citation signal is a brief pulse, either broad- or narrow-ba
For a brief pulse the enclosure output is simply the impu
response of the enclosure in the specified frequency b
Schroeder showed that the impulse response of the enclo
is related via a certain integral to the ensemble average o
decay curve obtained using the interrupted noise method,
so repeated trials were unnecessary. Both methods, w
theoretically and practically important, require careful co
trol of the experiment. Specifically, a suitable excitation s
nal must be available, and it must have sufficient power
provide at least a 35-dB decay range before the noise flo
encountered@see ISO 3382~1997! for specifications of the
experiment#. Under these conditions, both methods prov
reliable RT estimates, with Schroeder’s method being su
rior because it is the average of an infinite number of int
rupted noise measurements.

While Schroeder’s method continues to have imme
practical utility, and has been improved over the years~see
Chu, 1978; Xiang, 1995, for example!, there is at present no
‘‘blind’’ method that can estimate room RT from passive
received microphone signals. The objective of this work is
establish a method for determining RT when the room geo
etry and absorptive characteristics are unknown, or whe
controlled test sound cannot be employed. A blind meth
that works with speech sounds would be particularly imp
tant for incorporating in hearing-aids or hands-free teleph
devices. Partially blind methods have been developed
which the characteristics of the room are ‘‘learned’’ usi
neural network approaches~Tahara and Miyajima, 1998
Nannariello and Fricke, 1999; Coxet al., 2001!, or some
form of segmentation procedure is used for detecting gap
sounds to allow the sound decay curve to be tracked~Lebart
et al., 2001!. The only other method that can be described
truly blind is ‘‘blind dereverberation,’’ where the aim is t
recover a sound source by deconvolving the room ou
with the unknown room impulse response. When deconvo
tion is successful, a useful by-product is the room impu
response from which the RT can be estimated~using, say,
Schroeder’s method!. However, deconvolution is difficult to
perform because it requires the room impulse response t
minimum phase, a condition that is not met in most r
environments~Neely and Allen, 1979; Miyoshi and Kaned
1988!. It should be noted that RT can always be determin
if the room impulse response is known, whether it is mi
mum or nonminimum phase. The minimum phase condit
is only necessary for determining the impulse response v
deconvolution. This limits the applicability of the method.

Here we develop a technique for blind estimation
reverberation time based solely on passively recor
sounds. The estimator is based on a simplified noise de
2878 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 5, November 2003
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curve model describing the reverberation characteristics
the enclosure. Sounds in the test enclosure~speech, music, or
other pre-existing sounds! are continuously processed and
running estimate of the reverberation time is produced by
system using a maximum-likelihood parameter estimat
procedure. A decision-making step then collects estimate
RT over a period of time and arrives at the most likely R
using an order-statistics filter. The method complements
isting methods of RT estimation, being useful in situatio
where only passively received microphone signals are av
able.

II. THEORY

A model for blind estimation of reverberation time
presented. This is followed by an algorithm for implemen
tion, and a decision-making strategy for selecting the e
mate that best represents the reverberation time of liste
rooms.

A widely used measure of the reverberation time is
T60 time first defined by Sabine~1922! and which is now a
part of the ISO reverberation measurement procedure~ISO
3382, 1997!. The T60 time measures the time taken for th
sound level to drop 60 dB below the level at sound cessat
In practice, a decaying sound in a real environment reac
the ambient noise floor, thus limiting the dynamic range
the measured sound to values less than 60 dB, and so
usually not possible to directly measureT60. Instead, the
decay rate is estimated by a ‘‘linear least-squares regres
of the measured decay curve from a level 5 dB below
initial level to 35 dB.’’ @definition adopted from ISO 3382
~1997!, p. 2#. If a 30-dB decay range cannot be measur
then a 20-dB range can be used. TheT60 is simply the time
taken to decrease by 60 dB from the initial level at the sa
decay rate given by the above measurements.

Before describing the model, we motivate the work w
an example. The recorded response of a room to an im
sive sound source~a hand-clap! is shown in Fig. 1~a!. As can
be expected, there are strong early reflections followed b
decaying reverberant tail. If the early reflections are ignor
the decay rate of the tail can be estimated from the envelo
Figure 1~c! shows the measurement ofT60 using the decay
rate estimated from the25- to 225-dB decay region. The
procedure that was followed was that developed
Schroeder~1965a! described below.

We begin with a model for the diffusive or reverbera
tail of sounds in a room. This refers to the dense reflecti
that follow the early reflections. All that can be said abo
them is that they are the result of multiple reflections, a
appear in random order, with successive reflections be
damped to a greater degree if they occur later in time. T
assumption of randomness is crucial to the development
statistical model. When a burst of white noise is radiated i
a test enclosure, the phase and amplitudes of the no
modes are random in the instant preceding the cessatio
the sound. Consequently, the decaying output of the en
sure following sound cessation will also be random, even
repeated trials were conducted with the same source an
ceiver geometry. Traditionally, and dating back to Sabine,
late decay envelope has been modeled as an exponential
Ratnam et al.: Blind estimation of reverberation time
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a single~deterministic! time-constant~hereafter referred to a
decay rate!. But, because the dense reflections are assu
to be uncorrelated, a convenient though highly simplifi
model is to consider the reverberant tail to be an expon
tially damped uncorrelated noise sequence with Gaus
characteristics. The model does not include the direct so
or early reflections. The goal is to estimate the decay rat
the envelope.

A. Model of sound decay

We assume that the reverberant tail of a decaying so
y is the product of a fine structurex that is random process
and an envelopea that is deterministic. A central assumptio
is thatx is a wideband process subject to rapid fluctuatio
whereas the variations ina are over much longer time scale
Here, we will provide a statistical description of the reve
berant tail with the goal of estimating the decay rate of
envelope.

Let the fine structure of the reverberant tail be deno
by a random sequencex(n), n>0, of independent and iden
tically random variables drawn from the normal distributi
N~0,s!. Further, for eachn we define a deterministic se
quencea(n).0. The model for room decay then sugge
that the observationsy are specified by the sequencey(n)
5a(n)x(n). Due to the time-varying terma(n), the y(n)
are independent but not identically distributed, and th

FIG. 1. Temporal decay of a hand-clap att50.1 s as recorded by a micro
phone~left column! and the model matching the reverberation~right col-
umn!. ~a! The recorded sound shows strong early reflections followed b
reverberant tail. Direct sound is excluded from the trace.~b! Model match-
ing the reverberant tail shown in~a!. Direct and early reflections are ex
cluded. The model is a Gaussian white noise process damped by a dec
exponential, parametrized by the noise powers and decay ratet. ~c! Decay
rate estimated from Schroeder’s backward integration method~Schroeder,
1965a! between25 dB ~L! and 225 dB ~s!. Slope of linear fit~dashed
line! yields t559 ms (T6050.4 s). ~d! Decay curve for model has identica
slope everywhere following sound offset, and captures the most signifi
part of decay~25 to 225 dB!.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 5, November 2003
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probability density function isN(0,sa(n)). That is, the se-
quencea(n) modulates the instantaneous power of the fi
structure. For purposes of estimating the decay rate, we
sider a finite sequence of observations,n50,...,N21, where
N will be referred to as the estimation interval, or estimati
window length. For notational simplicity, denote th
N-dimensional vectors ofy and a by y and a, respectively.
Then the likelihood function ofy ~the joint probability den-
sity!, parametrized bya ands, is

L~y;a,s!5
1

a~0!¯a~N21! S 1

2ps2D N/2

3expS 2
(n50

N21~y~n!/a~n!!2

2s2 D , ~1!

where a and s are the (N11) unknown parameters to b
estimated from the observationy. The likelihood function
given by Eq.~1! is somewhat general, and, while it is po
sible to develop a procedure for estimating all (N11) pa-
rameters, suitable simplifications can be made when mo
ing sound decay in a room. Let a single decay ratet describe
the damping of the sound envelope during free decay. T
the sequencea(n) is uniquely determined by

a~n!5exp~2n/t!. ~2!

Thus, theN-dimensional parametera can be replaced by
a scalar parametera that is expressible in terms oft and a
single parametera5exp(21/t), so that

a~n!5an. ~3!

Introducing Eq.~3! into Eq. ~1! yields

L~y;a,s!5S 1

2pa~N21!s2D N/2

3expS 2
(n50

N21a22ny~n!2

2s2 D . ~4!

For a fixed observation windowN and a sequence o
observationsy(n), the likelihood function is parametrize
solely by the decay ratea and the diffusive powers.

The model is shown in Fig. 1~b! with parametersa and
s matched to the experimental hand-clap data shown in
1~a!. Note that the model does not include the early refl
tions shown in panel~a!. The Schroeder decay curve for th
model is shown in Fig. 1~d! with a T60 time of 0.4 s in
agreement with the measuredT60. The agreement betwee
model and realT60 time motivates the search for an alg
rithm that can optimally estimate the two parameters.

B. Maximum-likelihood estimation

Given the likelihood function, the parametersa and s
can be estimated using a maximum-likelihood approa
~Poor, 1994!. First, we take the logarithm of Eq.~4! to obtain
the log-likelihood function

a

ing

nt
2879Ratnam et al.: Blind estimation of reverberation time
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ln L~y;a,s!52
N~N21!

2
ln~a!2

N

2
ln~2ps2!

2
1

2s2 (
n50

N21

a22ny~n!2. ~5!

To find the maximum of ln(L), we differentiate the log-
likelihood function Eq.~5! with respect toa to obtain the
score functionsa ~Poor, 1994!:

sa~a;y,s!5
] ln L~y;a,s!

]a
~6!

52
N~N21!

2a
1

1

as2 (
n50

N21

na22ny~n!2. ~7!

The log-likelihood function achieves an extremum wh
] ln L(y;a,s)/]a50; that is, when

2
N~N21!

2a
1

1

as2 (
n50

N21

na22ny~n!250. ~8!

The zero of the score function provides a best estimate in
sense thatE@sa#50.

Denote the zero of the score functionsa , and satisfying
Eq. ~8!, by a* . It can be shown that the second derivati
]2 ln L(y;a,s)/]a2ua5a* ,0, i.e., the estimatea* maximizes
the log-likelihood function.

The diffusive power of the reverberant tail, or varian
s2, can be estimated in a similar manner. Differentiating
log-likelihood function Eq.~5! with respect tos, we have

ss~s;y,a!5
] ln L~y;a,s!

]s
~9!

52
N

s
1

1

s3 (
n50

N21

a22ny~n!2, ~10!

which achieves an extremum when

s25
1

N (
n50

N21

a22ny~n!2. ~11!

As before, it can be shown that theE@ss#50. Denote
the zero of the score functionss , and satisfying Eq.~11!, by
s* . It can be shown that the second derivati
]2 ln L(y;a,s)/]s2us5s* ,0, i.e., the estimates* maxi-
mizes the log-likelihood function. Note that the maximum
likelihood equation given by Eq.~8! is a transcendenta
equation and cannot be inverted to solve directly fora* ,
whereas the solution of Eq.~11! for s* is direct. Bounds on
the variance of the estimates are presented in the Appen

C. Algorithm for estimating decay rate

Given an estimation window length and the sequence
observationsy(n) in the window, the zero of the score func
tion Eq. ~8! provides an estimate ofa. The function is a
transcendental equation that must be solved numerically
ing an iterative procedure. However, the estimate ofs can be
obtained directly from Eq.~11!. A two-step procedure wa
followed: ~1! an approximate solution fora* from Eq. ~8!
2880 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 5, November 2003
e
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was obtained, and~2! the value ofs* was updated from Eq
~11!. The procedure was repeated, providing successiv
better approximations toa* and s* , and so converging on
the root of Eq.~8!.

Here we address the strategy for extracting the roo
the smallest number of iterative steps. To gain an understa
ing of the root-solving procedure, we consider the exam
shown in Fig. 2. The functiona5exp(21/t) maps the room
decay ratet one-to-one and ontoa as shown in Fig. 2~a!. For
instance, consider a room decay rate of 0.1 s and a samp
rate of 16 kHz. Then the decay rate is 1600 samples, an
a50.9994~filled circle!. The significance of the number be
comes clear if we consider that whent50.03 s, thena
50.9979, whereas fort5`, a51. Hence the geometric ratio
is highly compressive and values ofa for real environments
are likely to be close to 1. Thus, the advantage of estima
a rather thant is due to the bounded nature ofa. The score
functionsa from Eq.~7!, on the other hand, has a wide ran
@about eight orders of magnitude, see Fig. 2~b!# and is zero at
the room decay rate~filled circle!. The gradient of the score
functiondsa /da shown in Fig. 2~c! also demonstrates a wid
range, but takes a negative value at the zero ofsa .

Thus, if we start with an initial value ofa0* ,a, the
root-solving strategy must descend the gradient sufficie

FIG. 2. Maximum-likelihood estimation~MLE! of room decay rate.~a! The
decay rate of the exponential decay~t, abscissa! is mapped to a paramete
a5exp(21/t) ~ordinate! wheret is given in sampling periods. The functio
is monotone but highly compressive and mapstP@0,̀ ! onto aP@0,1).
Filled circle showst5100 ms (a50.9994). ~b! Score function~derivative
of log likelihood function! sa(a) ~ordinate!, decreases rapidly as a functio
of a @abscissa, marked in time constants using the map in~a!#. MLE of a is
given by the root ofs(a) ~filled circle!. ~c! The derivativesa8(a) as a func-
tion of a. At the root ofsa ~filled circle!, the derivative is negative. Note th
nearly 8–12 orders of magnitude change insa andsa8 for commonly encoun-
tered values oft. ~d! The ratiosa(a)/sa8(a) ~ordinate! as a function ofa is
the incremental step size of the Newton–Raphson procedure for finding
root of Eq.~8!. It provides an estimate of the convergence properties of
root-finding algorithm. Sampling frequency was 16 kHz, and the lo
likelihood function was calculated assuming a 400-ms window.
Ratnam et al.: Blind estimation of reverberation time
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rapidly. The standard method for solving this kind of nonli
ear equation, where an explicit form for the gradient is av
able, is the Newton–Raphson method which offers seco
order convergence~Press et al., 1992!. The order of
convergence can be assessed fromsa(dsa /da)21 which is
the incremental step sizeDa in the iterative procedure@Fig.
2~d!#. For example, with true value oft5100 ms,Da at
intermediate values in the iteration can be as small as 126

whena50.9993~t590 ms! or a50.9995~t5120 ms!. This
corresponds to an incremental improvement of about 0.01
for every iteration, thus providing slow convergence if t
initial value is far from the zero. On the other hand, t
bisection method~Presset al., 1992! guarantees rapid grad
ent descent but works poorly in regions where the grad
changes relatively slowly~such as near the true value ofa!.
Furthermore, it guarantees only first-order convergence.

However, the specific structure of the root-solving pro
lem can be exploited because the behavior ofsa is known.
Here, both methods were used to obtain rapid convergenc
the root. First, the root was bisected until the zero was bra
eted, after which the Newton–Raphson method was app
to polish the root. For the example shown, the root brack
ing was accomplished in about eight steps and the root
ishing in two to four steps. In contrast, with the same init
conditions, the Newton–Raphson method took about
steps to converge. Taken together, the analysis presented
suggests that the estimation procedure is feasible and
not lead to significant errors although values ofa for real
rooms are close to 1, and the score function and its deriva
vary over many orders of magnitude. While other ro
solving procedures are possible, such as iterative grad
optimization, these are not dealt with here.

D. Strategy for assigning the correct decay rate from
the estimates

The theory presented in the preceding section provi
one estimate ofa ands in a given time frame ofN samples.
By advancing the frame as the signal evolves in time, a
ries of estimatesak* will be obtained, wherek is the time
frame. Some of these estimates will be obtained during a
decay following the offset of a sound segment~correct esti-
mations!, whereas some will be obtained when the sound
ongoing~incorrect estimations due to model failure!. Thus, a
strategy is required for selecting only those estimates
correctly represent regions of free decay and hence the
room decay rate. This requires a decision-making strat
that examines the distribution of the estimates after a su
cient number of frames have been processed, and mak
decision regarding the true value of the room decay rate

In a blind estimation procedure the input is unknow
and so the model will fail when~1! an estimate is obtained i
a frame that is not occurring during a free decay. This
cludes regions where there is sound onset or sound is o
ing. In these periods, the MLE scheme can provide wid
fluctuating or implausible estimates due to model failure.~2!
The model will also fail during a region of free decay init
ated by a sound with a gradual rather than rapid offset
this case, the offset decay of the sound will be convolv
with the room response, prolonging the sound even furt
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 5, November 2003
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and, so, the estimated decay rate will be larger than the
room decay rate. Gradual offsets occur in many natu
sounds, such as terminating vowels in speech. We add
both issues here and provide a strategy for selecting the
rect room time constant.

In the first case where the estimation frames do not
within a region of free decay, many of the time frames w
provide estimates ofa close to unity~i.e., infinite t! or im-
plausible values. On the other hand, the estimates will ac
rately track the true value when a free decay occurs. In
itively, a strategy for selectinga from the sequenceak* is
guided by the following observation: the damping of sou
in a room cannot occur at a ratefaster than the free decay
and thus all estimatesa* must attain the true value ofa as a
lower bound. The bound is achieved only when a sound
minates abruptly, upon which the model conditions will
satisfied, and the estimator will track the true value of t
decay rate.

Although it seems intuitive to seta5min$ak* %, it should
be recognized that even during a free decay the estima
inherently variable~due to the underlying stochastic pro
cess!, and so selecting the minimum is likely to underes
matea.

A robust strategy would be to select a threshold value
a* such that the left tail of the probability density function
a* , p(a* ), occupies a prespecified percentile valueg. This
can be implemented using an order statistics filter speci
by

a5argH P~x!5g:P~x!5E
0

x

p~a* !da* J . ~12!

For a unimodal symmetric distribution withg50.5 the
filter will track the peak value, i.e., the median. Orde
statistics filters play an important role in robust estimatio
especially when data is contaminated with outliers~Pitas and
Venetsanopoulos, 1992!, as is the case here. It should b
noted that forg values approaching 0, the filter Eq.~12!
performs like the minimum filtera5min$ak* % suggested
above.

In the second case described above, where the so
offset is gradual,p(a* ) is likely to be multimodal because
sound offsets~such as terminating phonemes in speech! will
have varying rates of decay, and their presence will give
to multiple peaks. The strategy then is to select the fi
dominant peak inp(a* ) when a* is increasing from zero
~i.e., left most peak!, that is,

a5min arg$dp~a* !/da* 50%, ~13!

where the minimum is taken over all zeros of the equation
the histogram is unimodal but asymmetric, the filter trac
the mode and resembles the order-statistics filter.

In connected speech, where peaks cannot be clearly
criminated or the distribution is multi-modal, Eq.~12! can be
employed by choosing a value ofg based on the statistics o
gap durations. For instance, if gaps constitute approxima
10% of total duration, theng50.1 would be a reasonabl
choice. A judicious choice ofg can result in the filter per-
2881Ratnam et al.: Blind estimation of reverberation time
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forming like an edge detector, because it captures the tra
tion from larger to smaller values of the time-evolving s
quenceak* .

The decision strategies, as depicted in Eqs.~12! and
~13!, were used to validate the model in simulated and r
environments~see Sec. IV!.

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

In addition to simulations, the MLE approach was va
dated with real room data. The experimental methods
data analysis procedures are described in the following
tions.

A. Sound recordings

To validate the MLE method, sound recordings we
made in several rooms, building corridors and an auditoriu
with the aim of determining their reverberation times. Sou
stimuli that were used included 18-tap maximum length
quences~period length of 21821), clicks ~100 ms!, hand-
claps, word utterances~International Phonetic Assoc., 1999!,
and connected speech from the Connected Speech
~CST! corpus~Cox et al., 1987!. Recordings were made us
ing a Sennheiser MK-II omni-directional microphone~fre-
quency response 100–20 000 Hz!. Microphone cables~Sen-
nheiser KA 100 S-60! were connected to the XLR input of
portable PC-based sound recording device~Sound Devices
USBPre 1.5!. The recorder transmitted data sampled at 4
kHz to a laptop computer~Compaq Presario 1700, runnin
Microsoft Windows XP! via a USB link. The sound stimuli
stored as single-channel presampled~44.1 kHz! WAV files,
were played through the headphone output of the lap
amplified by a power amplifier~ADCOM GFA-535II! and
presented through a loudspeaker~Analog and Digital Sys-
tems Inc., ADS L200e!. Data acquisition and test materi
playback were controlled by a custom-written script inMAT-

LAB ~The MathWorks, Inc.! using the Sound PC Toolbo
~Torsten Marquardt!.

B. Measurement of T60 time using Schroeder’s
method

To validate the estimation procedure, experimentally
corded data from real listening environments were proces
using the MLE procedure and compared to results obtai
from a widely used method of Schroeder~1965a!. Experi-
mentally, RT is determined from decay curves obtained
radiating sound into the test enclosure. The sound sourc
switched on, and when the received sound level reach
steady state, it is switched off. The decay curve is the
ceived signal following the cessation of the sound sour
according to the Interrupted Noise Method~ISO 3382,
1997!. When the excitation signal is a noise source, the
cay curve will be different from trial to trial due to random
fluctuations in the signal, even when the experimental c
ditions are unchanged. This is in part due to the rand
phase and amplitudes of the normal modes at the momen
excitation signal is turned off. Prior to Schroeder’s meth
fluctuations in RT estimates were minimized by averag
the RTs obtained from many decay curves. Schroe
2882 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 5, November 2003
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~1965a! developed an alternate method that, in a single m
surement, yields the average decay curve of infinitely ma
interrupted noise experiments. Thus, Schroeder’s met
eliminates the averaging procedure.

Following Schroeder~1965a!, let n(t) be a stationary
white noise source with powers2 per unit frequency, and
r (t) be the impulse response of the system consisting of
receiver, transmitter, and the enclosure. Then a single r
ization of the decay curves(t) from the interrupted noise
experiment is given by

s~ t !5E
2`

0

n~t!r ~ t2t!dt, ~14!

where the noise is assumed to be switched off att50, and
the lower limit is meant to signify that sufficient time elaps
for the sound level to reach a steady state in the enclo
before it was switched off. The reverberation time is o
tained from the decay curves(t) ~see below!.

In practice, the experiment was repeated to obtain
large number of decay curves, and RTs from these cur
were averaged. Schroeder used Eq.~14! to establish a rela-
tionship between the mean squared average of the d
curve s(t) and the impulse response of the enclosurer (t),
namely,

E@s2~ t !#5s2E
t

`

r 2~t!dt. ~15!

While the ensemble average on the left-hand side requ
averaging over many trials, the right-hand side requires o
a single measurement, as it is the impulse response of
enclosure plus receiver and transmitter.

Schroeder’s method, called the Integrated Impulse
sponse Method ~or sometimes, Backward Integratio
Method!, can be applied to a single broadband channel~say
an impulsive sound covering a broad range of frequencies! or
to a narrow-band channel consisting of a filtered impu
~such as a pistol shot!. The only requirement is that th
power spectrum of the excitation signal@in Schroeder’s
method, right-side of Eq.~15!# should be identical to the
power spectrum of the noise burst@in the noise decay
method, left-side of Eq.~15!#.1

The recorded data were filtered offline in ISO one-th
octave bands~21 bands with center frequencies ranging fro
100 to 10 000 Hz! using a fourth-order Type II Chebyshe
band-pass filter with stopband ripple 20-dB down. The o
put from each channel was processed by the MLE proced
and Schroeder’s method using Eq.~15!. For broadband esti-
mation, the microphone output was processed directly us
the two methods.

Due to the limited dynamic range of sounds in real e
vironments, Schroeder’s method requires the specificatio
a decay range. The decay ranges normally used are from25
to 225 dB ~20-dB range!, and from25 to 235 dB ~30-dB
range!. The decay curves in each range were fitted to a
gression line using a nonlinear least squares fitting func
~function nonlinsq provided byMATLAB !. The fitted function
was of the formAad

n , whereA is a constant,n is the sample
number within the decay window, andad is the geometric
Ratnam et al.: Blind estimation of reverberation time
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ratio related to the decay ratetd of the integrated impulse
response curve byad5exp(21/td). This is in contrast to the
model depicted in Eq.~2! which assumes an exponential
decaying envelope with decay ratet, whereas Schroeder’
decay curve is obtained by squaring the signal. Hencetd

5t/2. Two estimates of the decay rate were obtained fr
decay curves fitted to the25- to 225-dB and 25- to
235-dB drop-offs. For each fit, the line was extrapolated
obtainT60 time ~in seconds! using the expression

T605
6

log10~e21!loge~ad!
5

26td

log10~e21!
513.82td . ~16!

The same procedure was followed for determining
decay rate from broadband signals. It should be noted
the MLE procedure does not require the specification o
decay range, but only the specification of the estimation w
dow length; thus, only one estimate per band is obtained

C. Verification of MLE procedure with ideal stimuli

Microphone data were processed using the MLE pro
dure to obtain a running estimate of the decay rate.
model verification, estimation was performed on~1! the seg-
ment following the cessation of a maximum-length seque
or a hand-clap, and~2! the entire run of a string of isolate
word utterances. These were considered ideal stimuli,
cause they fulfilled the model assumptions of free decay
possessed long gaps between sound segments. The esti
were binned for each run and a histogram was produced.
histogram was examined for peaks, and the decay rate
selected using the order-statistics filter Eq.~13! if there were
multiple peaks, or Eq.~12! if the histogram was unimodal
The estimateâ so obtained was used to calculateT60 ~in
seconds! using the formula

T605
3

log10~e21!loge~ â!
5

23t

log10~e21!
56.91t. ~17!

In theory, theT60 expressions given by Eqs.~16! and
~17! are identical due to the relationship betweent andtd .
However, the calculated values may differ, and this can
ascribed to either model inadequacies or discrepancie
measurement and analysis.

D. Verification of MLE procedure for speech

The performance of the MLE was also verified usi
connected speech played back in a circular building fo
~6-m diameter!. Test materials were connected senten
from the CST corpus. Estimates from nonoverlapping
intervals were binned to yield a histogram, and the fi
dominant peak from the left of the histogram was selecte
determine the room decay rate. The procedure for calcula
T60 time followed Eq.~17!.

IV. RESULTS

The estimation procedure was applied to a variety
data sets, including simulated data and real room respon
To illustrate the methods and identify the strengths and d
ciencies of the estimation procedure, we first consider sim
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 5, November 2003
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lated data sets. Subsequently we will provide results for r
data that validate the room decay rate estimates, and com
these to results from Schroeder’s method.

A. Broadband white noise bursts in simulated rooms

A 100-ms burst of broadband white noise~8-kHz band-
width! was convolved with the impulse response of a sim
lated room having a decay ratet5100 ms~Fig. 3!. Room
output ~bottom trace of Fig. 3! shows the characteristic ris
and decay of sound following onset and offset of noise bu
~horizontal bar!. The graph shows the running estimate
decay rate obtained in a 200-ms time window by advanc
every sample. Time frames up to aboutt50.3 s are not re-
gions of free decay, and so the estimator tended to prod
values of a.1. When this was observed in the roo
bracketing step of the estimate, the root-solving proced
was aborted. Thus all estimates ofa were bounded above b
1. It can be seen that when the window crosses into
region of free decay, the estimator output stabilizes at
true value~horizontal dashed line!. A histogram of the decay
rate estimates~right axis! was input to the order statistic
filter Eq. ~12! with g50.5. The reported decay rate from th
filter wast5101 ms.

For comparison, the procedure was repeated with
simulated noise burst input~i.e., before it was convolved
with the room impulse response! to mimic anechoic condi-
tions. The histogram ofa* demonstrated a strong peak ata
51 ~t5`! ~not shown!. This showed that in the absence

FIG. 3. Illustration of procedure for continuous estimation of decay rate
burst of white noise was applied at timet50.1 s ~black bar, bottom trace,
100-ms duration!. Simulated room output~bottom trace! shows the buildup
and decay of sound in the room. A running estimate of the parametera in
200-ms windows is shown in the graph~ordinate,a converted to decay rate
in seconds!. The true value of decay rate~100 ms! is shown as horizontal
dashed line. The estimation window was advanced by one sample to o
the trace, with each point at timet being the estimate in the window (t
20.2,t#. During the buildup and ongoing phase of the sound, estimatea
sometimes exceeded 1~i.e., negative values oft!. These were discarded an
are not shown. As the window moved into the region of sound decayt
.0.3 s), the estimates converged to the correct value. A histogram o
estimated decay rate is shown to the right of the trace. An order-stati
filter, such as the mode of the histogram, can be used to extract the r
decay rate. Sampling rate was 16 kHz.
2883Ratnam et al.: Blind estimation of reverberation time
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reverberation, as in an anechoic environment or open sp
histograms showing strong peaks ata51 are to be expected

B. Effect of window length on estimation

A parameter that is critical for estimation performance
the window lengthN specified in Eq.~8!. Small window
lengths are expected to increase the variance of the estim
as also indicated by the Cra´mer–Rao lower bound@Eq. ~21!#.
To test the effect of window length a burst of white noi
~100-ms duration! was convolved with a simulated room im
pulse response~t5100 ms!, and the estimator tracked th
decay curve using four different window lengths. The resu
are shown in Fig. 4. As window length increased from 0t
to 4t, the MLE procedure gave improved estimates. Furth
for all four window lengths, there was no bias in the es
mates of the peak position. We concluded that increas
window length reduced the variability in the estimates, a
did not introduce significant bias.

Although it is desirable to have long window lengths,
practice this is limited by the duration and occurrence
gaps between sound segments. Ideally the filter length sh

FIG. 4. Effect of estimation window length on the variance of the estim
The simulation shown in Fig. 3 was repeated for windows of duration 0t,
t, 2t, and 4t ~top to bottom!, wheret5100 ms is the true value of the room
decay rate. The left column shows the running estimate of parameta
~ordinate, shown as decay rate in ms! as a function of time~abscissa!. The
right column shows the histogram of the estimates. The variance of
estimate decreases with increasing window length~arrowheads mark true
value oft!.
2884 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 5, November 2003
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be of the order oft or longer, but if the gaps are short, the
increasing the filter length beyond the mean gap will produ
undesirable effects where the next sound segment creeps
the window. Thus, the window length should not be less th
one-half or one-third oft, but the upper limit is dictated by
the mean duration of gaps.

C. Speech sounds in simulated room

The examples considered above illustrated the per
mance of the algorithm when the input was broadband w
noise. To be applicable in realistic conditions, the algorith
must perform in a variety of conditions and with differe
signal types. Speech represents an example where the
rithm is expected to perform poorly, because it is nonstati
ary and non-Gaussian. Further, the offset transients in sp
sounds~including plosives! have a natural decay rate~not to
be confused with the room decay rate! that can vary from
5–40 ms.2 Thus, estimation of room decay rate with spee
presents a challenge to the algorithm. We took a sequenc
15 distinct and isolated American-English words recorded
an anechoic environment at a sampling rate of 20 kHz~In-
ternational Phonetic Assoc., 1999!. These included 11
consonant–vowel–consonant words~/p,b,g/V/d/, e.g.,
‘‘bed’’ !, and four consonant–vowel words~/b/V/, e.g.,
‘‘bay’’ ! separated by a mean interval of 200 ms. These w
convolved with a simulated room impulse response hav
decay ratet5100 ms. The task of the estimator was to tra
the decays for the entire duration of the sequence~approxi-
mately 11.4 s!. The control condition was the clean inpu
~i.e., anechoic!. The results are shown in Fig. 5. Four diffe
ent filter lengths were used as in Fig. 4. For the cont
condition ~left column! no reliable estimates were produce
for the smallest three windows~top three panels! because the
histogram peaked at values oft approaching`. For the
simulated room response~right column!, the peak shifted
towards the true value oft, with the best estimates bein
obtained for the largest window size of 4t ~right column,
bottom row!. In all the histograms the peak was locat
at about 115 ms~arrow!. This estimate deviated from th
real decay rate of 100 ms due to the lack of sharp transi
in the clean speech. A gradual sound offset tends to p
long the reverberated sound even further. This can be s
in the ‘‘anechoic’’ control condition where a small pea
is noticeable when window size is 4t ~bottom panel,
left column!. The peak occurs around 60 ms, and cor
sponds to the gradual offsets of speech sounds. Thus,
introduces a bias in the estimates under reverberant co
tions.

The results of the preceding sections demonstrate
importance of selection of a suitable estimation windo
length. The choice of window length determines the variab
ity of the estimates, and is critical to obtaining a histogra
with a clearly resolved peak at the true value of the ro
decay rate. However, the effect of variability on the ord
statistics filter is difficult to determine as the filtering oper
tion is nonlinear. Further, bimodal or multimodal histogram
may be obtained if there is fluctuating background noise o
the sound segments have an intrinsic offset decay rate~as
shown in Fig. 5!.

.
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D. The effect of gradual offsets in speech sounds on
decay rate estimation

The preceding section introduced the problem of e
mating the room decay rate when the input signal exhib
varying offset decay time courses. Here we examine
greater detail the performance of the estimator with in
comprising a single word~/b/V/, ‘‘bough’’ !. The word was
recorded under anechoic conditions and presented to th
timator without modification so that the effect of the vow
offset could be determined. The results are shown in Fig
The terminating vowel has a gradually decaying offset~top
panel!. Estimation of the offset decay was performed fro
t50.45 s~vertical dashed line! using two procedures. Firs
the envelope was extracted from the analytic signal vi
Hilbert transform, windowed, and filtered to eliminate fr

FIG. 5. Estimation of room decay rate from speech. Fifteen words reco
in an anechoic~clean! environment~200-ms interword spacing! were con-
volved with a room model~t5100 ms!. Histograms of decay rates wer
estimated from clean~left column! and simulated reverberant respons
~right column!, and are shown for window durations 0.5t, t, 2t, and 4t ~top
to bottom!. The histogram for clean speech served as a control. Descrip
follows Fig. 4. Estimation from reverberant speech produces a clearly
fined peak, especially for the longer window lengths, albeit with a small b
~right column, 2t and 4t!. The bias can be attributed to the gradually d
caying offsets inherent in speech so that the resultant decay is a convo
of speech offset and the room response. For the control condition~left col-
umn!, the offset decay is visible only in the bottom two rows where t
histogram exhibits a broad bump between 50 and 100 ms. The 15 w
included 11 /p,b,g/V/d/ and 4 /b/V/ sampled at 20 kHz.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 5, November 2003
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quency components above 100 Hz. The envelope is show
the middle panel~heavy outline!. The envelope was then
squared and transformed to a decibel scale, and the d
rate was estimated in windows of duration 0.4 s~horizontal
bar!, using a least squares fit to a straight line. Succes
estimates were obtained by sliding the window forward
steps of one sample. Note that the time at which an estim
is reported for any given window is the end point of th
window. The estimate for the window indicated by the ho
zontal bar, for instance, is plotted at timet50.85 s. A curve
of the estimated decay rates was thus obtained~dotted curve,
bottom panel!. The envelope-based method employed her
similar to the method of Lebartet al. ~2001!, except that they
performed a one-time RT estimation over the entire de
period using linear regression. The MLE procedure was
plied to the same segments and produced an indepen
estimate of the decay rate~solid line, bottom panel!. While
the estimates differ somewhat, they are in qualitative agr

d

n
e-
s

ion

ds

FIG. 6. Illustration of decay rate estimation when a terminating phonem
encountered. The word ‘‘bough’’ recorded under anechoic~clean! conditions
~top row! has a gradually decaying offset. The envelope was extracted
filtering the absolute value of the analytic signal~second row, heavy out-
line!, and its decay rate was estimated for the segment following the da
line using two methods~bottom row!. Overlapping segments~duration given
by bar, with step size indicated by the thickness of the vertical end! were
converted to a decibel scale and the decay rate obtained by a least squa
to a straight line~dotted trace!. The same segments were analyzed using
MLE algorithm to obtain a second estimate of the decay rate~solid trace!.
While the estimators provide somewhat different results, they are in qu
tative agreement. Both methods suggest that the fastest decay rate is
range of 50–70 ms~see also Fig. 5!.
2885Ratnam et al.: Blind estimation of reverberation time
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ment. Both procedures indicate that the terminating vo
had a time-dependent decay rate, and the greatest rate
between 50 and 70 ms.

The results confirm the presence of the peak in Fig
~left column, bottom panel!, although the histogram show
in Fig. 5 was obtained for a sequence of 15 words. T
analysis shown in Fig. 6 also indicates the reason for esti
tion bias under reverberant conditions using speech sam
The offset decays present in clean speech segments wi
convolved with the room impulse response, and the e
mated decay rates will consequently be greater than the r
decay rate. Taken together, the results from Figs. 4–6 s
gest that the factors responsible for estimation performa
are the presence of adequate numbers of gaps, sharp
transients, and estimation window length.

E. Validation of method

The above results demonstrate that estimation of de
rate is possible for a variety of sounds including impuls
noise bursts, and speech. Although we have shown th
reasonable agreement exists with a nonlinear least squar
to the data~Fig. 6!, a more careful evaluation is necessary
determine the conditions under which the MLE procedure
likely to provide accurate estimates. Here we establish
the estimated decay rates are comparable to decay rate
tained from the method by Schroeder~1965a!. Furthermore,
any data collected must be under sufficiently realistic con
tions where there is background noise and where the tes
sound is not subject to experimental control. A comparis
of MLE performance with the standard method in real en
ronments will therefore establish the utility of the method

We compared the estimates using the method
Schroeder~1965a! in both single-channel~i.e., the broadband
signal!, and multi-channel frameworks~i.e., narrow-band
signals occupying ISO one-third octave bands!. Schroeder’s
method requires a fitting procedure to estimate the decay
in a preselected decay range~either 20 or 30 dB below a
reference level of25 dB, see Sec. III!. The MLE procedure
does not require the specification of such a range.

To determine whether the two methods provide the sa
RT value, estimations were performed on a simulated ro
decay curve with RT50.5 s ~Fig. 7!. Broadband and one
third octave band estimates were obtained using the M
method~circle! and Schroeder’s method~20 dB: lozenge, 30
dB: square!. Figure 7~a! shows the mean value of RT as
function of center frequency of the one-third octave ban
~open symbols! and the broadband estimate~filled symbols
neary axis!. range! averaged over 100 trials. The broadba
estimates were 0.504 s~MLE! and 0.5 s ~Schroeder’s
method! for both 20- and 30-dB decay ranges. While t
MLE estimate was significantly different from Schroede
method (p,0.0001, Wilcoxon rank sum test!, the discrep-
ancy was less than 1%. The one-third band MLE estimate
most cases were somewhat higher than the Schroeder
mates by about 0.5%~mean RT over all bands were, MLE
0.505, Schroeder’s method: 0.502 s for 20 dB and 0.501 s
30 dB!. However, the estimates were not significantly diffe
ent, except for one estimate obtained from the 30-dB de
curve in the band centered at 8 kHz. The most noticea
2886 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 5, November 2003
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difference between the two methods was in the variability
the estimates as measured by the standard deviation ove
trials @Fig. 7~b!#. The MLE method demonstrated lower S
across trials than Schroeder’s method, by factors of 2~for the
20-dB curve! and 3 ~for the 30-dB curve!. Further, MLE
estimates were similar across one-third octave bands at
quencies above 200 Hz@Fig. 7~a!#, whereas estimates from
Schroeder’s method exhibited greater variability. The res
establish that the MLE method and Schroeder’s method
in good agreement when tested on model data. While
MLE method may overestimate the RT when using bro
band signals~although this is no more than 1%!, the narrow-
band estimates are comparable to those obtained f
Schroeder’s method, are consistent over a wide range of
quencies, and subject to less variability.

We first report on the comparison between the meth
using a hand-clap in a small office~83333 m!. Subse-
quently we will summarize results obtained in rooms of d
ferent sizes. Figures 8~a! and ~b! depict a hand-clap even
and its spectrogram, respectively. The data in panel~a! is the
same as shown in Fig. 1~a!, except that Fig. 8~a! also in-
cludes the direct sound. The rms noise level in the room w
50 dBA SPL, and the peak sound pressure level resul

FIG. 7. Comparison of RT estimates obtained from MLE method a
Schroeder’s method.~a! Mean RT~ordinate! in one-third octave bands~ab-
scissa! averaged over 100 independent trials of a simulated decay c
~RT50.5 s!. RT estimates were obtained using the MLE procedure~circles!,
and Schroeder’s method in 20-dB decay range~lozenge!, and 30-dB decay
range~square!. The filled symbols are broad-band estimates.~b! Standard
deviation of the RT for broadband and one-third octave bands over
trials. Symbols follow~a!.
Ratnam et al.: Blind estimation of reverberation time
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from the hand-clap was 85 dBA SPL. The decay curve
tained using Schroeder’s method is shown in Fig. 8~c!, nor-
malized so that the peak SPL was 0 dB. This is the bro
band curve obtained by integrating the recorded microph
signal. A straight-line fit to the 20-dB drop-off point~circle!
from a reference level of25 dB ~lozenge! yieldedt556 ms
(T6050.39 s). The discrepancy between this value and
presented in Fig. 1~t559 ms! was due to the inclusion of th
direct sound in Fig. 8. The windows over which the 20-d
drop-off was computed were not identical for the two cas
The data were run through the MLE procedure and a hi
gram of estimates was obtained, and the decay rate was
culated from the peak of the histogram using Eq.~12!. This
gave an estimatet553 ms (T6050.37 s), which is in good
agreement with the estimate obtained using Schroed
method. Note that the estimates reported in this work
based on a single trial. The normal practice is to average o
large numbers of trials. However, our goal is to develop
online estimation procedure, and so we felt that it would
more realistic to use a single trial.

To test a range of room RTs, ISO one-third octave ba
analysis~exceeding 1 kHz center frequency! was performed
in three environments. These were~1! the moderately rever
berant room described above~Fig. 8!, ~2! a highly reverber-
ant circular foyer, and~3! a highly reverberant enclosed ca
eteria. In all cases, the signal was a hand-clap generated
distance of 2 m from the recording microphone~peak value
90 dB SPL!. Output from the band-pass filters were analyz

FIG. 8. Estimation of decay rate from real room data.~a! The room response
to a hand-clap@same as Fig. 1~a! but includes the direct sound#. ~b! Spec-
trogram of the hand-clap demonstrates a sharp broadband onset tra
and the decay as a function of frequency.~c! The decay rate was estimate
using Schroeder’s backward impulse integration method in the25-dB ~loz-
enge! to 225-dB ~circle! range, followed by a least-squares fit to a straig
line to obtain the decay rate~t556 ms,T6050.39 s).~d! Histogram of decay
rate obtained from signal shown in~a! using MLE. The median value of the
histogram~arrow! is t553 ms,T6050.37.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 5, November 2003
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using the MLE procedure, and thet value for each band wa
obtained from the histogram by selecting the dominant pe
For Schroeder’s method, a 20-dB decay range was used.
ure 9 shows theT60 estimates from Schroeder’s method~ab-
scissa! versus the MLE estimates~ordinate! for each ISO
one-third band~open symbols!, and the average over thes
bands~closed symbols!.

Figure 9 shows that the variability of estimates f
highly reverberant environments increases with increas
mean RT for both methods. However, the two methods ar
good agreement, especially in the high-frequency bands~the
single outlier falling below the diagonal in Fig. 9 is the low
est center frequency used in the analysis, namely 1 kHz!. The
agreement between the methods is best when theT60 values
are averaged over all bands~filled symbols!, as is usually
reported in the literature.

A more extensive test to determine the variability in e
timates across different environments, and between ba
was performed in 12 environments, including small offi
rooms, an auditorium, large conference rooms, corridors,
building foyers. The data were analyzed as in Fig. 9 and
shown in Fig. 10~a!. In comparison with Schroeder’
method, the MLE procedure consistently overestimatedT60

in low to moderately reverberant environments (T60,0.3 s)
whereas it underestimated the reverberation time for m
reverberant environments (T60.1.3 s). There was a goo
agreement between the two methods for intermediate ran
The averageT60 over all bands~filled squares! were, how-
ever, in good agreement. Broadband estimates were m
using the same procedures but without band-pass filterin
recorded signals. These are shown in Fig. 10~b!. The trend in
the estimates was similar to that observed with narrow-b

ient

FIG. 9. Comparison of Schroeder’s method and the MLE procedure forT60

times obtained in one-third octave bands. Three environments were tes
moderately reverberant environment~circles; the environment is the same a
shown in Fig. 8!, a highly reverberant circular foyer~squares!, and a highly
reverberant enclosed cafeteria~diamonds!. In each environment, a single
hand-clap was filtered using a bank of ISO one-third octave band-pass fi
with center frequencies exceeding 1 kHz. The ordinate shows the best
mates obtained from the MLE procedure for each band, and the abs
shows theT60 times obtained from Schroeder’s method. Averages over
bands for each environment are shown as filled symbols. The diag
dashed line~with unity slope! is shown for reference, and points lying clos
to this line suggest good agreement between the two procedures.
2887Ratnam et al.: Blind estimation of reverberation time
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signals, except for one outlier. The outlier along with thr
other data points~open circles! were obtained in a large au
ditorium. The outlying data point was obtained at a sour
to-microphone distance of 4 m, whereas the three remain
data points were obtained at a source-to-microphone dist
of 1.5 m ~at three different locations in the auditorium!. The
sound levels were not adjusted to compensate for the
tance, and hence the experiment corresponding to the ou
was at a lower SPL, resulting in reduced dynamic ran
~from peak SPL to noise floor!. For the four experiments in
the auditorium, the Schroeder estimates ofT60 ~in seconds!
were 2.18~outlier!, 0.39, 0.39, and 0.33, respectively. Th
MLE estimates, on the other hand, were 0.69~outlier!, 0.77,
0.80, and 0.67, respectively. Schroeder’s method appea
be sensitive to the peak-SPL to noise-floor range, becaus
remaining three locations provided RT values that were
good agreement. On the other hand, the MLE estima
while larger than the Schroeder estimates, were consis
and relatively robust irrespective of the source-
microphone distance. That is, a reduction in dynamic ra
appears to affect estimates from the MLE to a lesser ex
than estimates from Schroeder’s method. A more deta
study is required to quantify the effect of dynamic range

FIG. 10. Reverberation-time estimates from real environments. Seven
tests in 12 environments were conducted using noise bursts. Decay
were estimated using the MLE algorithm~ordinate! and the extrapolatedT60

times were compared with estimates from Schroeder’s method~abscissa!.
~a! Estimates ofT60 in one-third octave bands with center frequencies
ceeding 1 kHz~open circle! and their average~filled square!. ~b! Broad-band
estimates ofT60 from the recorded room response. Data shown by o
circles are from different locations in an auditorium. Results are from
presentation of noise burst in each test.
2888 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 5, November 2003
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the various estimation methods, and has not been attem
here.

These results raise the issue of estimation in narr
bands. It appears, although it is by no means conclusive,
the upper one-third octave bands~over 1 kHz! may provide
more accurate estimates than the lower bands. Frequ
decomposition is a standard part of most audio signal p
cessing algorithms, and so it may be useful to track estim
in the higher frequency bands, or in select bands where
energy is greatest. Tracking high-energy bands is likely
provide more temporal range in tracking decays before
countering the noise floor, and thus sharpen the peak in
histogram of estimates. Alternatively, averaging over
high-frequency bands can provide estimates that are in cl
agreement withT60 times obtained from Schroeder’s metho

The above findings suggest that there is good correla
between the estimates obtained with the MLE procedure
those obtained with Schroeder’s method. While Schroed
method provides the most accurate estimates, in situat
where the peak to noise-floor range is limited, the ML
method can provide robust estimation.

F. Estimation of RT from connected speech in real
listening environments

The results presented in the preceding sections indi
that the MLE output is in good agreement with actual
simulated room RTs. In particular, the estimator can be

en
tes

-

n
e

FIG. 11. Evaluation of room reverberation time~RT! from connected speech
played back in a partially open circular foyer. The RT for this environm
as measured from hand-claps was 1.6660.07 s ~Schroeder’s method! and
1.62 s ~from MLE procedure!. ~a! Trace of CST passage~duration 50 s!
recorded in the environment. Bar indicates 1 s.~b! The histogram of MLE
estimates over the duration of recording. The first peak in the aggre
histogram is the best RT estimate from connected speech~1.83 s!. The
horizontal bar is the range of RT estimates obtained from Schroed
method, and the triangle indicates the MLE estimate.~c! Peak values from
histogram of estimates were obtained every 1 s, and the 50 peak values
used to produce the histogram shown. The best estimate of RT from
histogram is at the dominant peak~1.7 s!.
Ratnam et al.: Blind estimation of reverberation time
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plied to isolated word utterances, even though the natur
decaying offsets of terminating phonemes may lead to
overestimation of RT~see Fig. 6!. Here, we test the perfor
mance of the procedure explicitly in a challenging estimat
task, namely estimating room RT from connected speech

A segment of speech~about 50 s in duration! from the
Connected Speech Test~CST! corpus was played back in
partially open, circular foyer~one-third octave band analys
shown in Fig. 9, square symbols!. The RT for this environ-
ment was first estimated with hand-claps using Schroed
method~1.6660.07 s! and independently confirmed with th
MLE procedure~estimated RT from histogram was 1.62 s!.
The MLE procedure was then applied to the recorded spe
data @Fig. 11~a!#. A histogram of room decay rates for th
duration of the recorded data was constructed@Fig. 11~b!#.
The order-statistics filter was used to select the first domin
peak in the histogram~RT51.83 s!. This is the best RT esti
mate based on the aggregate data. It is possible to refin
procedure for arriving at the best estimate by applying
order-statistics filter at much shorter time intervals. Towa
this end, a histogram was constructed at intervals of 1 s,
the best RT estimate for this interval was obtained. The
sulting best estimates from all 1-s durations~50 in all! were
binned to produce the histogram shown in Fig. 11~c!. It can
be seen that the number of estimates peaks at RT51.7 s,
which agrees with the mean value of 1.66 s from Schroed
method~using hand-claps!, and is well within its standard
deviation@0.07 s; the one-sigma interval is indicated by t
horizontal bar in Figs. 11~b! and ~c!#.

Given that terminal phonemes have a natural decay
~see Fig. 6!, it is not surprising that the MLE procedure pro
duces estimates somewhat larger than the real room RT.
ther, the discrepancy between the actual RT and those
mated from connected speech arise from the absenc
adequate numbers, and the limited duration, of gaps@see Fig.
11~a!#. Thus, regions of free decay where estimation is ac
rate are limited. Not withstanding these constraints, the p
cedure works well, in part due to the decision-making ca
bility built into the order-statistics filter. By selecting the fir
dominant peak~from the left! in the histogram, the filter in
effect rejects spurious estimates, thereby reducing the e
in the estimation procedure. The mean value of the histog
or its median, for instance, would result in significan
higher estimates of RT. The performance of the ord
statistics filter can be further improved if one were to obt
a statistical characterization of gap duration from a large c
pus of connected speech or other sounds. Such a chara
ization can provide a robust percentile cutoff value@see Eq.
~12!# which could then be used to select the best RT value
the room~results not shown!.

In conclusion, the MLE procedure, in combination wi
order-statistics filtering, provides a robust means for bl
estimation of room RT. The procedure has been valida
against Schroeder’s method, and with real room data suc
hand-claps, isolated word utterances, and connected spe

V. DISCUSSION

The estimation of reverberation time is a widely inve
tigated problem. Traditionally, two approaches have b
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 5, November 2003
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taken. The RT is computed analytically using formulas th
incorporate the geometry and absorptive characteristics
the reflecting surfaces, or empirically using a test sound w
known properties that is radiated into the environment, a
for which the RT is estimated from the received sounds. T
former approach is embodied in the Sabine-type formu
~Sabine, 1922; Eyring, 1930; Millington, 1932; Sette, 193
see Young, 1959; Kuttruff, 1991, for reviews!, while the lat-
ter is based on the analysis of decay curves, such as u
Schroeder’s method~Schroeder, 1965a; Chu, 1978; Xian
1995!. These methods have wide applicability and have b
used extensively since they were developed. The cur
work complements these methods, and provides a techn
for evaluating RT from passively received microphone s
nals.

In the Interrupted Noise Method the excitation signal
broadband or narrow-band filtered noise that is abrup
switched off at a known time, and is followed by a suf
ciently long pause to track the decay. The reverberation
periment thus requires careful control of a known sou
source~the excitation signal!, and is repeated many times t
arrive at an average RT estimate. In contrast, Schroed
method eliminates multiple trials, and can be carried out w
an impulsive sound, such as a pistol shot, to obtain a relia
RT estimate on a single trial. For narrow-band estimate
filtered impulse can be used~see also footnote 1!. For the
interrupted noise method, the RT is determined by selectin
decay range, beginning 5 dB below the initial level at sou
offset and going down a further 20 or 30 dB, taking care
remain above the noise floor. For this method, sound of
time should be known. In Schroeder’s method, prec
knowledge of the impulse occurrence time is not necess
except that the decay range should be above the noise
@see ISO 3382~1997! for a discussion of this point#. When
the impulsive sound is well-isolated, i.e., preceded and
lowed by a sufficiently long period of silence, and the bac
ground noise level is well outside the measured decay ra
Schroeder’s method will provide the best estimates of RT

The motivation for developing the MLE procedure w
to extend the utility of the decay curve method to situatio
where excitation signals are not available to conduct a re
beration experiment. Instead one has to rely on passiv
received microphone signals consisting of unknown sou
segments with randomly occurring gaps. In such a blind s
ation, it is expected that the method will be less reliable th
Schroeder’s method, and so the goal was to combine a t
retically proven procedure~the maximum-likelihood ap-
proach! followed by a decision strategy that reduces the
timation error. It was hoped that such an approach wo
allow the estimator performance to approach that
Schroeder’s method.

The MLE procedure is similar to the noise decay cur
and Schroeder’s methods. It differs from these methods
that it is parametric, and is based on a widely accepted mo
of the reverberant tail, namely the exponential decay mo
@see Young~1959! for a discussion on how the Sabine typ
formulas are related to a linear decay of the sound pres
level after the source is turned off#. The model assumes tha
2889Ratnam et al.: Blind estimation of reverberation time
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the amplitude of successive reflections are damped expo
tially, while the fine structure is a random uncorrelated p
cess. The random fine structure is a reasonable assum
because the excitation signal is random, and so the ro
output is also random. Schroeder makes this assumption
plicit when developing his method~Schroeder, 1965a!, argu-
ing that the phase and amplitudes of the normal modes a
time of sound offset are unknown, and so the decaying n
mal modes~of different frequencies! constitute a random
process even if the room response is deterministic. For m
diffusive environments, this approximates the reverber
tail fairly well ~see Fig. 1! and forms the central assumptio
of the work reported here.

The success of the MLE approach derives largely fr
the analytically tractable nature of the maximum-likeliho
formulation, reducing the problem to the estimation of
single parameter that can be determined computationally.
also showed that for ongoing and onset segments of
sound, the estimates will assume implausible values as
model is not valid in these regions. However, an ord
statistics filter downstream to the maximum-likelihood es
mator can reject these estimates and extract the room
with improved confidence. This is based on the intuitive id
that sounds cannot decay faster than the rate prescribe
the room decay rate, and thus selecting the earliest peak
proves the confidence of the estimates. To our best kno
edge, this MLE approach to blind decay rate estimation
enclosures has not been reported in the major acoustica
erature.

The two encouraging results of this study are the vali
tion of the estimates using Schroeder’s method, and the
estimates obtained from speech sounds. Under ideal co
tions ~impulsive hand-claps!, the MLE method produced re
sults that were comparable to Schroeder’s method~Figs. 1
and 7!, and provided motivation to carry out further tes
using speech sounds. Speech sounds present particular
lems to most estimation algorithms because they violate
two most commonly held assumptions, namely stationa
and Gaussian statistics. Further, even abruptly termina
phonemes such as stop consonants demonstrate a gr
decay, with a rate that may be in the range of 5–40 ms. T
gradual offsets can increase the overall decay rate estim
in reverberant environments. However, except for the
crease in estimated decay rate~a variation up to about 15%
for sounds terminating in /d/!, the tracking and histogram
procedure works rather well, indicating that the method
relatively robust to model uncertainties.

Partially blind approaches to RT estimation have pre
ously been described.~1! A neural network can be trained t
learn the characteristics of room reverberation~Nannariello
and Fricke, 1999; Coxet al., 2001!. Here, it is necessary to
train the network whenever the environment changes.~2!
The signal is explicitly segmented to identify gaps wher
decays can be tracked~Lebart et al., 2001!. It should be
noted that the order-statistics filter developed in this w
performs an implicit segmentation of the signal by reject
estimates that are implausible.~3! A blind dereverberation
procedure can be used to obtain the room impulse respo
However, the room impulse response must be minim
2890 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 5, November 2003
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phase, a condition that most listening environments fail
satisfy~Neely and Allen, 1979; Miyoshi and Kaneda, 1988!.

The MLE procedure presented here is just one met
for estimating room RT. Other methods are also possible.
instance the envelope of the sound can be extracted in
estimation interval, converted to sound pressure level, an
regression line could be fitted to obtain theT60 time. This is
a blind version of the RT estimation procedure followed
Lebartet al. ~2001!. The order-statistics filter can be applie
to the histogram of estimates as with the MLE procedu
The method is nonparametric and so is not subject to mo
uncertainties. This approach was used to estimate the d
rate of isolated word utterances~Fig. 6!. While a detailed
comparison of the methods is beyond the scope of this w
we note that the MLE procedure is a theoretically principl
way of extracting the decay rate from the sound envelop

The MLE procedure is model-based and is expected
perform reasonably well in diffuse sound fields~i.e., uniform
with respect to directional distribution! and where a single
decay rate describes the reverberant tail. For most so
fields this is a reasonable approximation@see Kuttruff~1991!
for a discussion on this point#. The estimates ofT60 are in
good agreement with Schroeder’s method in most of the
tening environments tested, including challenging situatio
where the source or recording microphone was close t
wall, or there was moderate background noise~see Fig. 8!.
While the MLE procedure produces best results when th
are isolated impulsive sounds or abruptly terminating wh
noise bursts, the results of tests with isolated word utteran
and connected speech are in good agreement with the a
T60. Thus, the procedure is expected to work under m
listening conditions.

A result that was particularly interesting was the app
ent robustness of the MLE method to reduced dynamic ra
of sounds~i.e., situations where the peak to noise floor ran
of the decay curve was small!. The MLE method provided
consistent estimates even when the dynamic range of so
decay was reduced. This is illustrated in Fig. 10~b! which
shows the effect of source-to-microphone distance on
estimation. The four open circles were broadband estim
obtained in an auditorium, of which one experiment~corre-
sponding to the outlier! was at a larger source-to-microphon
distance~4 m! than the remaining three~1.5 m! ~see Sec. III
for details!. Broadly speaking, at constant sound level outp
from the source, the MLE method provided comparable
timates of RT including when the source-to-microphone d
tance ranged from 1.5 to 4 m, with reduced dynamic range
the sound decay curve. In contrast, Schroeder’s metho
dependent on the peak to noise floor range of the de
curve, and reducing the range can result in overestimatio
the RT.3 Consequently, increasing the source-to-micropho
distance affected estimates for Schroeder’s method m
than those for the MLE method. The ISO recommendatio
for measurement using Schroeder’s method specify that ‘
level of the noise floor shall be at least 10 dB below t
lower value of the evaluation range’’~ISO 3382, 1997!. For
example, if a 20-dB range is to be used, then the reco
mended peak to noise floor range must be at least 35
~including the initial 5-dB response from peak!. This finding
Ratnam et al.: Blind estimation of reverberation time
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should be interpreted with caution because the MLE met
was not tested in high levels of background noise or wh
the dynamic range was drastically reduced. The method
pears to be more robust than Schroeder’s method only for
conditions tested here. To properly evaluate this effect
lines of inquiry need to be pursued:~1! quantify the effect of
source-to-microphone distance on the RT estimates from
two methods, and~2! explicitly incorporate additive back
ground noise in the MLE procedure. Incorporating bac
ground noise would require the estimation of an additio
parameter, the power of the background noise. This wo
help to determine more precisely the relative merits of
different methods, and, in particular, to indentify situatio
where the MLE method can provide improvements o
Schroeder’s method.

The method proposed here can be expected to perf
poorly when there are room resonances and the sound
sure level decays nonlinearly with time. This can be a re
of the room geometry, or positioning the recording micr
phone in a region of the sound field that is nondiffusive, or
acoustically coupled spaces with widely differing RTs.
addition to model failure, the performance of the estima
may be poor when there are insufficient numbers of gaps
there is fluctuating background noise. Good performance
sults when there are about 10% gaps and the peak s
level ~at the time of offset! is about 25 dB SPL over the nois
floor. Performance may also be compromised when ba
ground noise is modulated~such as with background mus
or babble! as the procedure will attempt to track any mod
lation present in the environment, and hence produce m
modal histograms with peaks that may not be easily discri
nated.

The blind estimation procedure suggested here can
applied in a number of situations. Because only pass
sounds are used, any audio processor that has access t
crophone input can estimate the room reverberation ti
either in single-channel~broadband! or multi-channel
~narrow-band! mode. Further, while the method present
here is for a single microphone, it can be applied with
modifications to an array of microphones, providing seve
independent estimates of the RT. One of the most interes
applications is in the selection of signal processing strate
tailored to specific listening environments. These inclu
hearing aids and hands-free telephony. Programmable h
ing aids often have the ability to switch between seve
processing schemes depending on the listening environm
~Allegro et al., 2001!. For instance, in highly diffusive envi
ronments, where the source-to-listener distance exceed
critical distance, adaptive beamformers are ineffect
~Greenberg and Zurek, 2001!. In such situations, it would be
convenient to switch off the adaptive algorithm and rever
the relatively simple~fixed! delay-and-sum beamformer. A
ternatively, in highly confined listening environments such
automobile interiors, where a reflecting surface is located
close proximity to the ear, it may be convenient to switch-
the proximal ear microphone, and use the input from
microphone located in the better~more distal! ear. Such de-
cisions can be made if there is a passive method for de
mining reverberation characteristics. Other potential appl
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 5, November 2003
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tions could include hands-free telephony, and room acous
evaluation in sound-level meters. A limitation of the meth
is its relatively poor performance with narrow-band sign
whose center frequencies are below 1 kHz. However,
performance is good for broadband signals, and narrow-b
signals whose center frequencies exceed 1 kHz.

The computational costs of implementing the proced
are largely due to the iterative solution of the maximu
likelihood equation. We have developed fast algorithms
reducing the computational cost so that the procedure ca
implemented in real-time~Ratnamet al., 2003!. Thus, the
method can be implemented in passive listening device
determine the reverberation characteristics of the envir
ment.
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APPENDIX: CRÁ MER–RAO BOUNDS FOR DECAY
RATE ESTIMATION

Bounds on the estimate ofa ands are obtained from the
variance of the score function, also called the Fisher inf
mation J. This is more conveniently expressed in terms
the derivatives of the score functions~Poor, 1994!. Given the
parameter uT5@as# and the score functionsu

T(y;u)
5@sa(y;a,s)ss(y;a,s)#, we have

J~u!52EF]su
T~y;u!

]u G . ~A1!

From Eqs.~7!, ~9!, and~A1!, we have

J~u!5S N~N21!~2N21!

3a2

N~N21!

as

N~N21!

as

2N

s2

D . ~A2!

By the Crámer–Rao theorem~Poor, 1994!, a lower
bound on the variance of any unbiased estimator is sim
J21(u), which is

J21~u!5S 6a2

N~N221!
2

3as

N~N11!

2
3as

N~N11!

s2~2N21!

N~N11!

D . ~A3!

From the asymptotic properties of maximum-likelihoo
estimators~Poor, 1994!, we know that the estimates ofa and
2891Ratnam et al.: Blind estimation of reverberation time
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s are asymptotically unbiased and their variances ach
the Crámer–Rao lower bound~i.e., they are efficient esti
mates!. Thus, if a* ands* are the estimates obtained fro
the solutions of Eqs.~8! and ~11!, the variance of the esti
mates are

E@~a* 2a!2#>
6a2

N~N221!
, ~A4!

E@~s* 2s!2#>
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with equality being achieved in the limit of largeN. As the
variance ofa ands are O(N23) and O(N21), the estimation
error can be made arbitrarily small if observation windo
are made sufficiently large.
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